
 

Nearby Info

Lat 34.285273 Lon 134.253247

 Access and Main Routes

Tsuda East IC 
Approx 5 minutes from Tsuda

East IC by car

Takamatsu Airport

Approx 50 minutes from

Takamatsu Airport by car

Ogushi Nature Park TOU-spot003 / Way Station Miroku MIC-spot008

Multilingual Tools: Not available

4 large, 75 normal, 2 handicapped

Free

Available

Free Wifi: Not availabe

Free

9:00-17:00

Udon 10:00-15:00

No holiday

(Shopping area and udon January

1)

　This way station is located in Tsuda-no-

Matsubara, chosen as one of Japan’s Top

100 beaches, with its beautiful landscape of

white sand and green pines. There are

udon restaurants and shopping areas as

well.

  Tsuda-no-Matsubara is known for the

beauty of the contrast between the white

sand and the black pine forests. The forest

was planted in the Edo period as wind

protection for the Iwashimizu Hachimangu

shrine. It has since been designated as the

Kinrin Park, a Prefectural Park, and Setonai

Sea National Park. You will be impressed

by the old pines, some of which have an

age of more than 600 years.

  In the summer, this place bustles with the

more than 130,000 people that come

annual to swim. This ocean swimming area

is the largest in the province. Both of the

bridges in Tsuda-no-Matsubara have

different names for the coming and going

lanes. One of them is called Miai-bashi

(Arranged Marriage Bridge)/Deai-bashi

(Encounter Bridge), and has a bright red

railing. The other bridge is called Negai-

ganae-bashi (Wish Granted Bridge), and it

is said that wishes will be granted. Together

with the ‘Enmusubi Matsu’ (Pine of Destiny),

two trees joined at the roots, this spot holds

many benefits for people eager to make a

wish for their love life.

 Facility Info

Ref

MIC-spot002

道の駅　津田の松原

103-3 Tsuda, Tsuda, Sanuki, Kagawa

+81-879-42-5520

http://www.sanuki-sa.jp/station/

The location can be checked on a map

online by entering the lat-lon coordinates

into a smart phone connected to the

Internet.

MICHINOEKI TSUDANOMATSUBARA (Sanuki)

 Facility Introduction  Map Info

Way Station Tsudano Matsubara
A way station close to Tsudano Matsubara's white sand and green pine landscape

Kagawa Prefecture Tourism Association, Ltd. 


